Appendix ‘A’
(Outlines of Tests)

Paper-A: German-I (Written) : 80 Marks
Paper-B: Practical (Oral) : 20 Marks

Appendix ‘B’
(Syllabi and Courses of Reading)

Paper-A: German-I 80 Marks
1. Prose:
   (a) Translation from German English (seen) 10
   (b) Questions from a seen short story to be answered in German 20
2. Poetry:
   (a) Interpretation of a given poem 15
3. Drama
   (a) Description of the main character of a known drama (in German) 15
   (b) Interpretation of passage from a drama with reference to the
general context (in English) 20

Recommended Books:
1. Siete Comedias Faciles,
   By
   Marguerite Templeton and Joe Gou Burgel.
   (George Harrap & Co.)
2. The Pageant of Spain
   by
   Raymond Grismet and Doris King Arjona.
   (George Harrap & Co.)
   (D.C. Heath and Co.)

Paper-B: Practical (Oral) 20 Marks
(a) Dictation 10
(b) Reading or unprepared text with Question on it in German 10